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POLOR DIAMOND 50 BLACK

POLOR DIAMOND 100 GRAY

POLOR DIAMOND 200 BLUE

POLOR DIAMOND 11000 ORANGE

POLOR DIAMOND 3000 GREEN

POLOR DIAMOND 1500 YELLOW

POLOR DIAMOND 800 WHITE

POLOR DIAMOND 400 RED
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POLOR Diamond

     floor pads

Cleaning, renovation and maintenance of the concrete, terrazzo and natural stone floors without 
the use of chemicals, just water and mechanics (standard cleaning machines). 

Basic scenario: Cleaning in 3 steps.

Red pad GRIT 400.
Thorough cleaning and 
removing of thick cracks.

White pad GRIT 800.
Cleaning and removing of fine 
scratches.

Yellow pad GRIT 1500.
Cleaning with preparation for final 
high polish. Can be regular 
maintenance pad.

CAUTION:
1.Cleaning can be carried out with the use of standard basic 
   cleaning appliances, like single disc floor machines or 
   scrubber-dryers, with the tools rotating at 150-400 rpm. 
   POLOR diamond floor pads are designed for wet cleaning 
   applications.
2.Cleaning with the use of water only. These pads are 
   environmentally friendly type of tool.
3.Important factor of sufficient use of pads is a vertical load 
   onto the surface being cleaned. The higher the load, the better 
   results of cleaning and burnishing with POLOR diamond 
   pads. Recommended value is between 40 and 80 kg 
   (88 – 176 lbs.).
4.The key success factor is in the quality of executing Step 1. 
   Thorough cleaning and removal of all scratches and surface 
   cracks with the use of GRIT 400 pad is the ultimate starting 
   point of any further action.

  Should GRIT 400 diamond pad happen to be not enough 
   abrasive to complete , we recommend the spot use of the 
  lower GRIT pads, GRIT 200 Blue, GRIT 100 Grey or even 
  GRIT 50 Black respectively. 
  The lower is the GRIT value, the larger are the diamond particles 
  and the more deeply is the floor treatment. Once this is finished, 
  we suggest to continue with GRIT 400 Red pad.
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Extended scenario: Cleaning in 4 steps.
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CAUTION:

POLOR  Diamond

     floor pads

Cleaning, renovation and maintenance of the concrete, terrazzo and natural stone floors without 
the use of chemicals, just water and mechanics (standard cleaning machines).

Red pad GRIT 400.
Thorough cleaning and 
removing of thick cracks.

White pad GRIT 800.
Cleaning and removing of fine 
scratches.

Yellow pad GRIT 1500.
Cleaning with preparation for final 
high polish. Can be regular 
maintenance pad.
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Green pad GRIT 3000.
Daily maintenance cleaning and 
care. “Wet-look” shine effect.
Orange pad GRIT 11000.
Yet more intensive “wet-look” 
shine effect with each maintenance 
cleaning.

1.POLOR diamond pads 
   of GRIT 1500, 3000 and 11000 
   allow for dry polishing as well, 
   provided that Step 1 and Step 2 
   are completed prior to such dry 
   (no water) polishing.

2.Scrubber-dryer machines usually 
   provide smaller vertical load onto 
   the surface than single disc floor 
   machines do. It is therefore highly 
   recommended to make 
   more operation runs with 
   the scrubber-dryer.
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Cleaning and renovation of the floors with the use 

of Diamond Hybrid pads.
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Hybrid red pad GRIT 400.
Thorough cleaning and 
removing of thick cracks

Hybrid white pad GRIT 800.
Cleaning and removing 
of fine scratches

Hybrid yellow pad GRIT 1500.
Cleaning with preparation for 
final high shine result. 
Can be regular maintenance pad.
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Hybrid green pad GRIT 3000.
Sustainable “wet-look” shine 
effect of daily maintenance use.

CAUTION:

1.Hybrid Diamond pads are manufactured 
   based on Gorilla® pad with diamond 
   GRIT segments attached.
2.Each segment pivot contains two 
   components: synthetic diamond particles 
   and the resin. Size of the particles is 
   appropriate for pad's GRIT designation. 
   Hybrid pad should be replaced once 
   segment pivots are fully rubbed 
   off the base segment.
3.Comparing to regular POLOR Diamond 
   and other competing diamond pads, 
   hybrid diamond pads allow for yet 
   higher work effectiveness, featuring 
   longer lifespan at the same time.
4.Available segments grades range 
   from GRIT 50 to GRIT 3000.
5.Hybrid Diamond pads are for wet 
   applications only.
6.Pads of diameters 12” and 13” are 
   being fitted with round segments 
   Ø100 mm
7.Hybrid Diamond pads are highly 
   recommended for renovation 
   of heavily torn and worn floors.
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